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The	  white	  lines	  represent	  winter	  for	  each	  hemisphere,	  while	  the	  red	  for	  summer.	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Two	  ocean	  states	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  ocean	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Response	  of	  Present	  day	  ocean LGM2PI:	  from	  glacial	  ocean	  PI:	  from	  present	  day	  ocean 
1.	  	  PI	  Ocean	  state	  independent	  on	  iniLal	  ocean	  straLﬁcaLon.	  
LGM2PI	  :	  iniLalized	  from	  the	  glacial	  ocean.	  	  
All	  the	  other	  condiLons	  are	  same	  as	  PI.	  
An	  iniLal	  ocean	  state	  for	  the	  LGM	  simulaLon	  should	  be	  speciﬁed	  
for	  a	  beHer	  intercomparison	  of	  PMIP	  models	  !	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Freshwater	  PerturbaLon 
1.	  Bistability	  of	  LGM	  ocean	  is	  not	  related	  to	  FWP.	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  from	  glacial	  ocean	  
LGMS:	  from	  present	  day	  ocean 
















2.	  AMOC	  in	  LGMW	  increases	  slowly	  by	  itself.	  Why?	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Summary 
•  Last	  Glacial	  Maximum	  possesses	  two	  ocean	  states	  
dependent	  on	  the	  ocean	  stra6ﬁca6on.	  Only	  one	  state	  is	  
consistent	  with	  reconstruc6ons,	  but	  is	  not	  fully	  
equilibrated	  with	  coeval	  boundary	  condi6ons,	  
represen6ng	  a	  new	  paradigm	  for	  the	  last	  deglacia6on.	  
•  LGM	   ocean	   state	   has	   an	   coherent	   transient	   nature.	  
Upwelling	   in	   the	   Southern	   Ocean	   is	   crucial	   for	   us	   to	  
understand	   the	   transi6on	   from	   weak	   mode	   to	   strong	  
mode	  of	  the	  LGM.	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